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Students get career guidance from alumni

IPJ hosts screening of
Invisible Children film
By Ingrid HernandezMonroy

w
NEWS EDITOR

RAY GALVAN

On Tuesday, Feb. 22, the Student Alumni Association hosted "Take a Torero
to lunch," a networking event designed to help USD students find internships
and jobs by meeting with successful alumni and professionals in the San
Diego area. This year, 150 students and 50 alumni participated in the event.

Museum director gives lecture
on Mexican muralism at IPJ
By Colin Dowd
STAFF WRITER

O

n Friday
Feb. 18, the
Mexican
Consulate
in San Di
ego, along with the Insti
tute Cultural de Mexico,
hosted "Los Rostros de
Mexico" (the Faces of
Mexico), a slideshow
and lecture on Mexican
muralism in the Institute
for Peace and Justice
Theatre.
The lecture was given
by Gregorio Luke, Di
rector of the Museum of
Latin American Art in
Long Beach.
Both USD students and
visitors from the greater
San Diego area attended
the event.
The artists whose
works were displayed
were David Alfaro
Siqueiros, Jose Clemente
Orozco, Frida Kahlo, and
Diego Rivera.
Rivera was a worldrenowned Mexican paint
er from Guanajuato, a
place he described as the
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"most romantic city in the
world." Luke described
Rivera as being one of the
most "magnificent and
original" painters of the
entire twentieth century.
Rivera's artistic genius
came in his incorporation
of cubism, surrealism,
and fantasy in order to
create his unique estilo,
or style.
Rivera created one
very famous mural, "Epic
of the Mexican People
- Mexico Today and To
morrow," which can be
found in the Mexican
National Palace.
Among other things,
he painted all three stories
of the Ministry of Educa
tion building in Mexico
City, which took him four
years to complete.
Each of the Mexican
modernist painters on
display Friday night was
socially conscious and
outspoken through their
artwork.
Yet unlike Rivera and
Siqueiros, Orozco de
stroyed all of his earlier
works and devoted him
self to creating social art

h e n
Jason
Russell,
Bobby
Bailey,
and Laren Poole went to
Sudan to document the
civil war, they never ex
pected to end up stranded
in Uganda, talking to chil
dren who were kidnapped
and forced to become child
soldiers. The three young
filmmakers from San Di
ego made a documentary

about the untold story of
these children and have
since started a campaign
to raise awareness on the
issue and find ways to help
the people that are affected
by the conflict in Northern
Uganda.
The film Invisible Chil
dren was screened inside
a full Institute for Peace
and Justice Theatre and
an over-flow room with
standing room only on
Friday, Feb. 21.
"Last November, the
IPJ had 120 men and
women engaged in peace
making from around the

world here to talk about
the issues of child sol
diers... but it took these
young film makers to fill
the IPJ and inspire and
touch the students," said
IPJ Deputy Director Dee
Aker.
The three describe their
involvement in exposing
this tragic untold story
of children soldiers in
Uganda as "accidental"
because they began with
very little plan for the time
they would spend in Africa
but ended up finding a
Please see Children, page 2

Worlds 2

Thousands visit
By Jordan Brant

T

STAFF WRITER

he controver
sial human
anatomy ex
for the remainder of his
hibit, Body
life, even turning down
Worlds 2, ar
lucrative private offers.
Rivera, who was an rived at the California Sci
ardent Marxist, also came ence Center in downtown
under fire for some of his Los Angeles last month,
and is drawing in crowds
public work.
After creating a mural by the thousands. It is a
in 1934 for the soon-to- 20,000 square foot exhibit
be-completed Rockefeller featuring over 200 human
Center in New York City, specimens that have been
it was torn down in the "plastinated" to reveal
middle of the night for its new insight into human
anti-capitalist ideology.
anatomy.
In his murals, Rivera
The technique, which
mixed politics with his was developed by Dr.
tory, often spanning mul Gunther von Hagens in
tiple generations over the 1977, makes it possible
course of one painting. to preserve decomposed
For a man who was more specimens in a lifelike
concerned with content manner for instructional,
than form, his work was research and demonstra
colorful, his technique tion purposes. Plastinated
specimens are dry and
without comparison.
When asked about odorless, and they retain
what an exhibit like this their natural characteris
means for students, Luke tics, down to the color of
said, "The exhibit gives their organs, skin tissue
students perspective. Art and other bodily features.
gives them a chance to The exhibit features hu
materialize their emo man bodies, removed of
tions, whatever they may skin and other body tis
be. School [in general] sues and posing in lifelike
has become ugly, more positions, such as kicking
boring. Students must soccer balls, dancing and
ice skating, tQ show the
defend arts education."

University of San Diego

complexity and diversity
of the various anatomi
cal features of the human
body.
The specimens, includ
ing men, women, children
and animals, are arranged
to pull spectators further
and further into the com
plexity of the human anat
omy as they venture down
a winding path of awe and

discovery. While moral
implications can arise
from the nature of such
an exhibit, it is explained
that all people voluntarily
donated their bodies for
the exhibit, which has
been featured all around
the world.
Some highlights of
Please see Body, page 3

WWW.BODYWORLDS.COM

Body Worlds 2, the anatomical exhibition of real
human bodies, will be on display until March 7, 2005.
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cause that they now wish to
spend as much time as possible
actively finding ways to help.
"We had very little plan, so it
kind of lends itself to being spon
taneous," Russell said. "We just
had a small crew with us, bought
cameras off of Ebay, and took off
to find an adventure."
The film begins with some
humorous clips that highlight
how unprepared they were—not
only for the 130-degree heat in
Uganda, but most importantly,
learning about the issue of child
soldiers—and it quickly pro
gresses into depicting issues
that had several members of the
audience in tears. The filmmak
ers emphasized that the issues
in the film may be hard to grasp
because people who come from
a privileged background do not
usually hear about such horrors
still occurring in the world.
One of the first images that
is shown in the film is of a
woman named Mama Sapora,
who single-handedly started an
orphanage. Most of the children
are in the orphanage because
their parents have died in the
AIDS epidemic.
Next, the group meets Jolly
Okot, their "African mother,"
who was nine months pregnant
at the time and took the boys to
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University Center-Public safe
ty received a report involving a
non USD male possibly stalking
a student. He was advised not
to return to the USD campus.

OPERATIONS ADVISOR
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Northern Uganda. Here, they
meet three children, Toni, Boni,
and Anthony, who are sleeping in
a flooded corridor nearby. They
begin telling the story about their
friend Jack, who is missing after
trying to escape from the Lords
Resistance Army (LRA) rebels
that are abducting children in the
area and forcing them to become
children soldiers.
The group also spoke with
Jacob and Thomas, two boys
who lost their brother to one of
the LRA rebels. During one of
the final clips from this conversa
tion, the boys say that they would
rather die than live in these con
ditions, in a grippingly sincere,
sorrowful account of what they
have been through.
The presentation of these chil
dren's stories is arguably what
makes the film so shocking and
memorable. There are images
that show the children singing
American songs, and talking
about topics that young people in
the U.S. can often relate to.
"Having documented the
reconstruction of Uganda for 18
years, and trying to convey sto
ries that can inspire us to see our
common humanity, I was most
impressed by the filmmakers'
abilities to do just that," Aker
said. "The small boys you come
to know personally in the film are
the thousands of children you see

The Vista
on the screen crowded into some
'safe' haven for the night and you
are touched deeply."
"We hear numbers every day
about people in Africa, but we
never stop to think about what
they really mean," said USD ju
nior Alysson Taillon. "This [film]
was powerful because we saw
actual kids just like you and me
and we listened to their personal
stories."
As the group learns more
about the conflict in Uganda,
the documentary gives some
background on a man named
Joseph, a rebel who has wanted
to overthrow the government for
17 years. According to accounts
in the film from Dan Kidea of
the Uganda Parliament, Joseph
kidnaps children of ages five to
12 and desensitizes them through
violent indoctrination that also
intimidates and forces the chil
dren to become part of his group.
These children often become
victims of rape and suffer starva
tion and other abuses.
Today, the war continues to
affect those who have been suf
fering for nearly two decades.
The displaced now number 1.5
million and Gulu alone hosts
an estimated 15,000 children
nightly. The children who do
this become more prone to ill
ness, hunger, vagrancy, and
exploitation.

Other footage in the film con
tains images of children walking
barefoot in the rain, commuting
before dawn to a safe place away
from the rebels. There are also
images of people rushing into
hospitals and competing for a
place to stay at night, and im
ages of mothers holding signs
begging the LRA to release their
children.
"I was very pleased to see so
many USD students at Invisible
Children," IPJ Program Officer
Selley Lyford said. "I hope to
continue to see USD students
engaged in pressing global issues
like the one the film addresses:
child soldiers."
There are several things that
members of the USD commu
nity are doing to help. For ex
ample, the Sisters of the Sacred
Heart have been on the ground
in many countries around the
world, working with people and
listening to their needs. The IPJ
is not only working to support
the negotiators in countries of
conflict, it is trying to bring the
people who have aid campaigns
before the USD students.
Anybody who is interested in
joining the effort to help the chil
dren in Uganda can visit www.
invisiblechildren.com and can
also contact the local Amnesty
International group at www.amnestv.org for more information.

PUBLIC SAFETY
REPORT

CHIEF DESIGN EDITOR

Kristin Mitchell

NEWS

La§ui|F|lesident Safety As
sistants responded to a noise
complaint.
San Rafael-Resident Safety
Assistants responded to a noise
complaint.
University Center-A student
filed a report with Public Safety
involving the theft of a speaker
with built in amplifier.

San Rafael-Public Safety deter
mined intoxicated and unable
to care for himself. He was
transported to Detox.
San Miguel-Resident Assis
tants and Public Safety Officers
responded to a possible battery
incident. A non USD student
admitted to battering a resident
student. He was discovered in

possession of a false driver's
license, cited with Minor in
Possession of Alcohol and public
intoxication. The individual was
arrested by Public Safety and
booked into jail by SDPD.

tion after observing the car
they were in had failed to stop
at a stop sign.
Camino-Public Safety received
a report of a stolen bicycle.
San Dimas-Public Safety re
ceived a report of a stolen
Playstation, one game and two
controllers.
San Luis-Public Safety cited
three students for Possession
of Marijuana.
Mission's A-R.A.s cited six
students for Minor in Posses
sion of Alcohol.

s-Resident Director re
sponded to a noise complaint.
Rahia Loma-Public Safety Of
ficers responded to a noise com
plaint involving a male student
causing a disturbance.
Maher-Public Safety received a
report of three laptop comput
ers stolen from one room in
Maher.
Mission's A-Public Safety Of
Main Traffic Circle-Public ficers observed a male student
Safety found a male student with drawings on his face vom
lying on the sidewalk of Marian iting over a balcony. He was
Way and Hill Street. He was determined intoxicated, unable
determined intoxicated and to care for himself and trans
was transported to Detox with ported to Detox with a BAC of
a BAC of .116.
.126.
Mission's R Lot-Public Safety Mission Crossroads-A male
Officers cited three students student was discovered to
-with Possession of Marijuana be intoxicated and unable to
and one with an alcohol viola care for himself. Public Safety

transported him to Detox with
a BAC of. 165.
San Miguel-During an unre
lated investigation Pubic Safety
found marijuana and marijuana
paraphernalia, five students
were cited for Possession of
Marijuana and Possession of
Marijuana Paraphernalia.
Cuyamaca-R.A.s responded to
a noise complaint.
Parking Structure-Public
Safety responded to a noise
complaint involving an electric
guitar.
Main Kiosk-Three students
were cited for Minor in Posses
sion of Alcohol.
Cuyamaca-Public Safety Of
ficers determined a female
student to be intoxicated and
unable to care for herself. She
was transported to Detox with
a BAC of. 178.
Maher-A female student exit
ing a bus returning from an off
campus event was determined
intoxicated, and was trans
ported to Detox.
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Black History Month keynote gives
powerful message to students
By Lindsey Spinelli

STAFF WRITER

The words of Anna Deveare
Smith's grandfather have taken
her on a unique journey through
life, leading most recently, to
her Feb. 17 performance at
USD. He said, "If you say
something enough times, pretty
soon you'll become it."
Deveare Smith, a playwright
and performer, spoke in Shiley
Theatre in celebration of Black
History Month.
The event was organized by
the Black Student Union, the
USD Theatre Department, the
Multicultural Relations Board,
and the Ethnic Studies Depart
ment.
The keynote speech, a mix of
performance and commentary,
focused on an idea Deveare
Smith calls, "The crossroads of
ambiguity." She describes this
as a place beyond shelter and
security. She believes people
are raised in "safe houses,"
and when one leaves that com
fort zone that is when "the
crossroads of ambiguity" are

entered. It is here that she feels
identities become penetrable
and change can be created.
"All humans should work
towards leaving their 'safe
houses' because that is where
you will find that the more
you embrace difference, the
remarkable similarities be
come glaringly apparent," said
Theatre Department professor
Evelyn Diaz-Cruz.
Deveare Smith's message
is cultivated from personal
experience. She grew up in
segregation, as she and seven
others were the first black
girls to attend Beaver College.
Deveare Smith's challenge to
others is to depart from the
established and enter the un
known together, forging a new
truth in our nation.
"Sometimes USD promotes
diversity, but not open discus
sion of racial issues and iden
tities. [Anna Deveare Smith]
was a great speaker because
that was her focus," said USD
student Stephanie Hay.
"She has a long history of
promoting inter-cultural un
derstanding through the art of

GOOGLE.COM

Anna Deveare Smith spoke at
USD as the Black History Month
keynote this year.

listening to others," Diaz-Cruz
said. "As an artist, she captures
human spirits and puts them on
stage."
In order to fuel her perfor
mances, Deveare Smith inter
views people like a journalist,
and then performs only their
words while also recreating
their voice and mannerisms.
Through this methodology,
she is allowed to capture the
part of a person that is universal
to all of us. Deveare Smith's
most notable work, Twilight Los
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the exhibit include the "Suicide
by Fat—Obesity Revealed"
specimen, which demonstrates
how fat tissue damages vital
organs like the heart and also
bones. Also the "Cube Head,"
which is literally a 3-D puzzle
showing the density of the
human head displayed inchby-inch.
The "Orthopedic Man"
displays a variety of surgi
cally implanted orthopedic
devices, and the "Pregnant
Woman," while at first a bit
difficult to examine, provides
some understanding of what
happens to a woman's body
during pregnancy. Some other
notable areas of the exhibit
include the progression of the
fetus from embryo to birth, and
the "X Lady," which shows
what the human face looks like
inside-out.
Darrel Malamut, a se
nior at USC, said, "[Seeing the
exhibit] is one of the coolest
experiences I have ever had.
Nowhere else can someone
witness the complexity of
the human anatomy in such a
close-up and intimate manner.
The musculature and all of the
organs look so real, yet the ex
hibit is so surreal that it's truly
a unique experience."
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Angeles, is a one-woman show
about the L.A. riots following
the Rodney King verdict.
During the keynote, Deveare
Smith infused some of her work
from Twilight Los Angeles into
her performance.
"The most memorable part
was when she performed a
skit where she was a Korean
woman whose house had been
burned down because of the
L.A. riots," said BSU co-chair
Evan Barnes. "It was an amaz
ing showcase of her ability."
"The spirits in the audience
were upbeat and inspired by an
artist whose gift is capturing a
human essence that is diverse
and yet profoundly familiar,"
Diaz-Cruz said.
"The mere fact that so many
students of different back
grounds came to hear the key
note address for Black History
Month is encouraging."
Black History Month will
culminate in a celebratory
dance being held by the Black
Student Union on Friday in
the UC Forum from 8 p.m. to
midnight. Admission to the
dance is free.

Cont. from Body, p. 1
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Dr. Hall's passion for anthropology dives deep
By Josh Ades
STAFF WRITER

San Diego native Dr. Jerome
Hall is in his sixth semester
teaching in the anthropology
department. He is a popular and
very accessible professor, due
largely to his happy personal
ity, sense of humor, and joy for
conversation.
His specialty is nautical an
thropology. He is currently
working on two separate sites,
and he will soon be curator of
a museum exhibit on pirates.
Dr. Hall also aspires to one day
relive the canoe trip endured
by Columbus's right-hand man,
Diego Mendez, from Jamaica
to Haiti, followed by a trek
through Haiti.
Dr. Hall spends 100 days
out of his summer exploring a
seventeenth-century ship
off the coast of the Dominican
Republic. From a student's
perspective, what is particularly
exciting about this work is that
they are welcome.
Dr. Hall runs a summer prb®*^
gram inviting students to come

explore the wreck and see
the glamorous lifestyle of
a nautical archaeologist in
the field. This past summer,
seven of his 20 members
were students. They were
there for six weeks, though
Dr. Hall plans on shortening
the students' stay to four-five
weeks in the future.
Another site Dr. Hall is
working on is a first-cen
tury boat wreck in the Sea
of Galilee. This site is fullyexcavated, however there is
a lot of work left in the study

following his own pursuits,
something he is equally pas
sionate about. "Teaching is a
dance," he explains. "You have
to be there and open, as do I.
When that happens, there is a
dance."
Passion is a huge part of
Dr. Hall's success as a profes
sor. When asked what advice
he would give to someone
considering to be a professor,
he readily explained how they
should best prepare,: "learn a
foreign language, throw out the
TV, sit and think, learn to makfj

of excavated items and pub-, a really good fettuccini

NOU

lication of a report. There is have to bring something to the
also a film' about this site in table in a classroom. You
the works.
to bring life."
Being a professor gives
These are not just words for
Dr. Hall the perfect balance Dr. Hall, who can often be found
to his life. He gets close in- flowing
down the face of a lo|g I
with Students, find- left wave, it is how he lives,
btg great joy, "when the light
To further this point, jDr.
is on." He loves sharing Hall plans to some dawiuake
knowledge and does so a canoe trip from Jamai
in a passionate way.
Haiti where his crew will:
However, he also appre march througlr.
ciates the time his career Diego Men*
and is I
allows for field study and Columbus many
mm

a legend in his own right. Dr.
Hall is exploring the notion of
finding someone who can make
a canoe similar to" the one used
by Mendez and following his
exact route.
While the plan is still in its
infancy. Dr. Hall imagines a
crew of eight lo bine without
a support boat, life jackets, or
many modern conventions. He
wants to truly feci what Men
dez felt, thus creating a project
which would, "connect Spain,riv::
Haiti, Jamaica and the lini
Status."
dent who
•|HHHHHjeeks in the
aiblic or is not
risk iheir life on an
are other
lore about
great
Mb
eoloi 'i Dr. Hall
nautica
recbmmertd isiting The MariexpIoringThe
eM
addition, there
r of
:red,jn
ni
the anthropology
ujgg.
Spon add a
Dr. Hall
class|
will be extremely
P|P

increased interest in forensic an
thropology, which he attributes
partially to shows like CSI for
the exposure.
Whether or not nautical art
chaeology is your thing, you
can still learn a lot from Dr..
Hall. He grew up in San Diego
back when it was a true beach
community.
"Growing up on Garnet was
great," explains Hall. "Just go
ing downtown was a big deal
because we could get anything
we wanted just on Garnet. My
mom could get a purse, I could
get a toy and we could get
groceries. It was a sleepy little
beach town." He recommends
going to lee the mural on the
comer of Garnet and Cass if you
want to see what San Diego used
to be like.
If you think our most recent
pin is bad, ask Dr. Hall
the times when it would fk
so|ptense|^,that people would
knee paltle down Mission
Boulevard. In fact, ask, him
just about anything and ;
receive a
likily to> ri

New leaders The word around campus...
flourish at USD Are you going to see Maroon Five?
By Casey McKinley

STAFF WRITER

Upon learning that another
class of influential freshmen
had graduated from the Emerg
ing Leader program, I did not
know how to react. Being a
third year student, I had always
been under the impression that
there were already enough
leaders on our unassuming
USD campus.
And, I had no idea what
these new freshmen leaders
were planning on doing with
their newly acquired leader
ship skills.
However, after talking to Dr.
Thomas Cosgrove, the founder
and current director of the
Emerging Leader program, I
was confident that it had noth
ing but good things to offer our
campus community.
The Emerging Leader pro
gram was established in 1988
following the grand opening
of the University Center. In
response to the growing num
ber of student organizations on
campus, Cosgrove decided to
offer involved students formal
leadership training.
Even today, Cosgrove de

scribes the program as, "pro
viding an edge for freshmen
who want to get involved."
In the summer before fall
term, incoming freshmen are
given the opportunity to apply
for the program. According
to Cosgrove, "these students
characteristically have held
leadership positions in high
school and would like to con
tinue developing as leaders in
college as well."
However, the students who
decide to join the Emerging
Leader program will experi
ence a more progressive way
of developing as leaders. This
is because the program focuses
on leadership values rather than
just leadership skills.
Throughout the semesterlong course, the participants
take part in challenge exer
cises that work to develop the
student's own philosophy of
values, diversity, gender, and
ethics.
These challenges come in
the form of weekly readings,
journals, guest speakers, small
group discussions, and even
a low ropes course. Cosgrove
explained, "the low ropes
course is similar to a high
Please see Leaders, page 5
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"I can't: prior obligations,

"I am going, but I wouldn't be

would love to though."

sad if I missed it."

Claire de la Cruz

Jenny Goldman

"Yes, I have to."

"I guess so, all of my friends
are going."

Aaron Franz

Karin Winters

The Vista
Cont. from Leaders, page 4
ropes course."
Cosgrove also stressed the
fact that, "the heart of the
Emerging Leader program is
the small group." Every topic
that is presented to the students
in class is further discussed in
designated small groups. With

CAMPUS FOCUS
/\1VXX^ w O

tor, small groups provide a safe
and honest platform for the stu
dents to discuss their personal
beliefs and general reactions to
challenging topics. Facilitators
who are involved include staff
from Residence Life, Universi
ty
Ministry,

JL v_-/ V-4

and Outdoor Adventures.
With a greater understand
ing of their personal values, the
participants are, "more likely to
lead out of conviction, rather
than just to gain a position."
The emerging leaders are
more focused on realizing
their capacity to lead
instead of

Low ropes courses are used extensively to build leadership skills.

LEANNE PHILLIPS

O
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being recognized
as the positional
head. This shift
in leadership
thought is known
as inclusive lead
ership rather than
exclusive leader
ship.
John Finneran,
a newly emerged
leader, shared
with me that in
clusive leader
ship understands
that, "some peo
ple take charge,
and some peo
ple support, but
they're all lead Dr. Cosgrove believes that leading with con
ers in different viction is more important than status.
capacities."
major influences on the USD
With this philosophy, every campus.
one in a group is a leader, and
So keep an eye out. You will
therefore it is the entire group know them by their dedication
that leads rather than just one to everything that is good, their
designated person.
inspiring inclusivity and their
This fall, 78 freshmen lead class-issued t-shirts, which sets
ers were bom out of the Emerg them apart from every other
ing Leader program. They are leader on campus that has not
very eager and capable of being quite emerged.
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...go to Europe for Spring Break!
Rail Europe is offering one free rail day on any 6-, 8- or 10-day
Eurail Selectpass! Take the train - the easiest way to get around
in Europe - for less!

7 days for $267
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Songs and Writings by Woody Guthrie
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Free to speak Internships should
Ward Churchill may be obnoxious,
but he has a right to speak his mind
By Misa Maruyama

was being interview for
an internship at KGTV, I was
chastised by a USD senior
Internships should be made who was being simultaneously
attainable for students of all interviewed. While I was in the
academic standings because middle of explaining my drive
they are a student's first step to explore my career interests
towards choosing a lifetime ca by interning at KGTV, the girl
reer. It is USD's policy to offer flipped out and told me to "calm
them only to juniors and senior, down" because I am only a
but this policy fails to allow col freshman. I kept quiet despite
lege students adequate time to her rude outburst because in the
make informed decisions about back of my mind I sensed a little
their future careers. In order to regret on her part that she waited
prepare to make such a decision, so long for an internship.
I was excited to find out that
students need exposure to career
the studio was going to give me
experience at a young age.
I was accepted as an intern a shot at some hands-on work
at the ABC affiliated KGTV as a news assignment intern,
Channel 10 news studio, but but was soon devastated to find
had to turn it down because out that USD's policies would
USD would not give me credit not give me credit for the in
for the internship. Since I am ternship.
Because of liability issues, I
a freshman, I obviously do
not meet the second semester could not accept the offer with
junior requirement to enroll in out taking it for credit. So I had
an internship for credit. I never to turn the offer down.
At this point I could not
thought that a determined indi
vidual, thirsty for knowledge understand how a school could
and working for free, would be disallow such an ambitious stu
held back when offered an op dent from taking advantage of
portunity of a lifetime.
such an incredible opportunity
A large number of individu to learn.
als don't even think about their
But then I began to think that
careers until it's time to find one. I was overreacting. Maybe I
They just go through the mo really was just a freshman who
tions of receiving an education needed to "calm down"
and then when graduation rolls
Then I read an article by
around, they get a job in their Ruben Navarrette Jr.. in the
field. The problem is, once they February 13, 2005 issue of the
apply their classroom knowl San Diego Union-Tribune. In
edge to the real world, many his article titled "The search
of them find out that they hate for one's calling", Ruben talked
with local community college
what they do.
According to a poll con professors about student moti
ducted by CareerBuilder.com, vations. In the article,
77% of Americans surveyed one of the profes
said they hate their jobs. In my sors noted that
opinion the culprit is individual " t h e b i g 
laziness as a student. Many of gest prob
the people who end up in jobs lem with
they hate failed to adequately y o u n g
pursue their interests in school. p e o p l e
I thought that once I stepped today is
foot in the classroom at USD, that they
I would be amidst a vivacious l a c k a
crowd of enthusiastic go-get sense of
ters. But our student body isn't purpose."
full of go-getters from what I
I found
have seen.
Navarrette's
When I say that I want to article to be re
pursue an internship as a fresh assuring, since
men (either for compensation i t c o n c e r n e d
or credit), people look at me the same idea
as if I were wearing a straight that had been
jacket. They even refer to me as bothering me.
"crazy." But in reality, anyone If more than one
not taking initiative to explore person is report
his or her interests is the crazy ing about this so
called 'unmoti
one.
As a matter of fact, while I vated' student population, then
By Melissa Parrelli

STAFF WRITER

Ward Churchill is obnoxious,
insensitive and - under any in
terpretation of the word - a jerk.
But that doesn't mean he should
be silenced.
Churchill, an ethnic studies
professor at the University of
Colorado, has recently acquired
infamy for an essay and book
likening the victims of the
World Trade Center attack to
"little Eichmanns," a top Nazi
who orchestrated the system
atic extermination of European
Jews.
Naturally, this struck a chord.
The governor of Colorado de
manded the dismissal of the
tenured professor. Churchill
received incessant death threats.
The media picked apart his past,
pinning up all kinds of dirty
laundry to air - from his three
ill-fated marriages to his cloudy
account of fighting in the Viet
nam War.
The guy is getting attention,
and that is exactly what he
wants.
Let the man speak. If his
ideas are ridiculous and atro
cious then they'll be dismissed.
There is no need to bury him
alive if he'll talk his ideas six
feet into the ground. And the
University of Colorado regents
seem to have agreed. They de
cided not to dismiss Churchill.
Thank goodness, McCarthyism
really is dead.
In this instance, academic
freedom seems to have trumped
ofFensiveness. The question is,
why?
Dr. Larry Williamson, a USD
communication studies profes
sor, said Churchill's metaphor
was irresponsible and a reflec
tion of poor scholarship, but he
still had the right to say it.
"As a student of Nazi pro
paganda I find Churchill's
Eichmann metaphor spurious,
demagogic, and mean spir
ited," Williamson said. "Yet
all this said ... I begrudgingly
recognize Churchill's right to
offer a radical, unpopular, even
anti-American perspective,"
Williamson said.
Williamson's colleague,
communication studies profes
sor Dr.. Esteban Del Rio con
curred. Del Rio said that part
of an academic's responsibility
and obligation is to study things
that are unpopular and come to
conclusions that are unpopular.

be offered to all

STAFF WRITER
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Ward Churchill is an opnionated professor at the University
of Colorado, Boulder.

However, Del Rio does not ap
prove of the tactics Churchill
employed. "Criticism and crisis
are the same thing," Del Rio
said. "I don't think that the
crisis [Churchill] created was
productive."
Dr. J. Michael Williams, a
USD political science professor,
offered a definition of academic
freedom boundaries.
"The limit is an argument
that is not at all related to some
critical analysis you're trying
to make...I think [Churchill's
statement] was pretty provoca
tive and obnoxious thing to say,
but the freedom of speech and
the freedom to say things that
make people uncomfortable are
important," Williams said.
The media will, as it tends to
do, push us into dualities. As
Del Rio said, "The way we get
it into the news, you're forced
into two positions. You either
want to kick his butt, or you
agree with him." But situations,
especially political, are rarely
so simple.
I want my professor to pro
voke me, to try to disassemble
what I hold fast to as truth. I
may not agree with him, but
I want him to shove differ
ent perspectives into my face
anyway.
The idea of being challenged
is at the center of a good edu
cation. Being pushed to the
brink of not knowing an an
swer, past what is comfortable
is the beauty of academia. If
Churchill were to be silenced,
we might rid 99 unsubstantiated
ideas, but it would be the 100th
that our society would be lesser
without.

obviously something needs to
change.
Therefore, I believe that
since most students are not
driven enough themselves,
or are intimidated by school
policies, it is up to the colleges
and universities to step up and
emphasize a change. I feel that
USD should take action and
set up an influential, beneficial
internship program for fresh
men that ties together alumni
and current students. Such a
program would improve student
eagerness because it would give
them a "sense of purpose."
From them, USD students
would not only learn outside
the classroom and build up their
resumes, but would be pushed in
a progressive direction. These
internships might even result in
lifelong relationships with suc
cessful individuals. Only ben
efits can result from a program
such as this.
I would hope that by reading
this article, the USD community
will begin to give praise to those
individuals who do want to
grow, work, and develop skills
for their future before the end of
their education. Such students
should be enthusiastically re
ceived, instead of ostracized.
Lets make USD a commu
nity that does not ignore great
opportunities. Great opportuni
ties will not come knocking on
everyone's door, you must go
and find them. Hopefully when
you do, campus infrastructure
will not halt you from exploring
career opportunities.
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Letters to the editor

Smokers
demand some
respect; the
A.L.A. doesn't
know all the
details

crime. Additionally, I found out
(the hard way) that smoking on
Maher balconies, and the first
15 feet outside of Serra is also
off-limits.
I'll never understand why
some people condescend indi
vidual smokers and warn them
of the dangers. The only thing
worse than random outdoor
smoking bans is the attitude
most smokers receive from fel
USD only receives a "B" low students.
from the American Lung As
I'm from Chicago, and never
sociation when it comes to had the distinct "pleasure" of
discouraging smoking? I'm being demonized for a per
sure this news shocked the sonal habit until I came here
other smokers on campus, too. I last August. After the first few
would've thought the American scoldings, I just muttered some
Lung Association had invented thing about trying to quit or
a grade higher than A+ to give awkwardly laughed at my "gall"
USD! It frightens me thinking for smoking outdoors. Not
what it's like for smokers on anymore. Let me warn wellcampuses with A's.
wishers, if you publicly mention
Maybe the A.L.A didn't fac how horrible smoking is, I'll
tor in the "help" peers offer to call you as I see you. Case and
discourage smoking. Maybe the point: an overweight student
A.L.A didn't realize smokers are once yelled "smoking kills!"
punished for smoking outside What did I yell back? "So does
on campus. If only the A.L.A. obesity!"
There are a few things I ask of
could've been there when I was
publicly berated by an R.A. for the student body: don't patron
lighting a cigarette on the stairs ize the smokers, telling us the
outside Camino-Founders. I detriments of smoking. Trust
didn't realize "intent-to-smoke- me, the ridiculously high taxes
outdoors-but-in-the-wrong- on a pack, indoor smoking
part-of-the-outdoors" was a bans, numerous anti-smoking

commercials, billboards and
Surgeon General's warnings
have already informed us.
Please remember smokers
are people too. Many smokers
are smart, hardworking people
(imagine that!), who just have
a bad habit.
Eireann Dolan, freshman

Tar Heels wear
"Carolina Blue,"
not "baby blue"
I've been reading the Vista
for a long time — over 30 years.
I don't think I've ever written
to the Editor.
I enjoyed your article on the
UNC-Duke Rivalry. But, as a
UNC alumnus, I feel obligated
to point out that Carolina does
NOT wear "baby blue." Any
good Tar Heel knows the color
is "Carolina Blue." It's a well
known color — see the last line
of the article :-)!
I am
Tar Heel Born
And Tar Heel Bred
And When I Die,
I'll be a Tar Heel Dead.

Do you have an
opinion?
Send a letter to the
editor.
vista@sandiego.edu

be 300
words or

Jack Pope, employee

It's going to be okay, cowboy:
The metrosexual movement is here to stay, but it doesn't spell conformity
By Kenneth Creech
STAFF WRITER

On a recent trip to a book
store, I saw the book, Is Your

Straight Guy Gay Enough?
The title forced me to do that
sideways head-cock thing that
always seems to signify that I am
sufficiently confused. What ex
actly is that supposed to mean?
But I have to admit thatjt
drew me in and before I knew
it I was taking a look inside the
book. I was a little taken aback
by it. The inside of it confronted
me with negative stereotypical
images of both straight and gay
males.
Though most of them were
funny, it made me won
der just how prevalent
this idea

of metrosexuality had become.
Should straight guys be more
in touch with their fashionable
selves and shy away from more
manly stereotypes?
The "metrosexual" is a new
hybrid man showing up on tele
vision and across the country.
Thanks to shows like Queer
Eye for the Straight Guy, men
are becoming increasingly "me
trosexual." These men maintain
interests from their previous het
erosexual life, yet have adopted
the style and grooming habits of
their homosexual counterparts.
They still like to fix cars, the
only difference is, they look
good doing it. And after they
get inside, maybe they'll make
a nice gourmet meal. "Metrosexuality" has become
the newest trend in
masculinity.

There are clearly some ben
efits and drawbacks to this new
"breed" of men. Guys who
embrace their metrosexual
ity may actually attract women
who look for well-groomed
men. And these women may
find an added benefit—their
boyfriends may actually be able
to correctly identify designer
clothes. These men might even
enjoy shopping more than their
girlfriends. Mostly, there is
hope that the metrosexual trend
will rid men of their unsightly
"manly" habits.
But there are negative aspects
of this new classification of
men—namely, the fact that it
is just one more classification.
Neither men nor women ought
to be shoved into a gender role
or be held to specific standards
and metrosexuality contributes
to the problem.
Why can't women be as
sociated with cars, sports
and beer? Why can't men
be associated with shop
ping, interior design and
Lifetime movies? Straight

or gay, people should be allowed dress the way they wish, even
to choose their activity based on when plaid is involved,
personal interests, not on gender
GOOGLE.COM
classifications. Any move
ment that seeks to deny
people these basic
rights is inherently
sexist.
And they cer
tainly shouldn't be
pressured into these
classifications. Will
future cowboys be
socially pressured out
of their boots and into a
pair of Pradas?
The popularity of the
"metro-movement" has
111
caused some guys to feel
pressure to conform. But let's
face it, there are some guys out
there who will always scratch
themselves in public and that is
something everyone will have
to get used to.
Men and women
should have the
right to
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By Kirra Downing
STAFF WRITER

Sophomore Danielle Solare is sailing on Se
mester at Sea this spring. Caught in a storm, the
ship was hit by a 55 foot wave. Damage to the
ship's navigational system and two of the four
engines re-routed the ship to Hawaii for over a
week. "It was pretty scary. What I have learned
though, is that when you experience something
traumatic like this, especially with people that
you do not know very well, it definitely ties you
to these people for life," Solare said.

To: Chris
University of
San Dieqo
VISTA

Want to travel the world? Want to make life-long friends, broaden your
horizons, learn a language and obtain course credits while doing so? If so,
you should consider studying abroad. Students say it's a great opportunity.for
personal and intellectual growth. These personal anecdotes from curr.onf and
former study abroad students highlight the many benefits of studying abroad.
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Senior Marissa Oyadomari,
traveled to Milan to improve her
Italian. Oyadomari had taken
only one semester of Italian at
USDbefore leaving, but was able
to get by just fine. "At first I was
really scared to study abroad
because I didn't feel comfortable
speaking the language. Fortu
nately, everyone I came in con
tact with was really understandingand tolerant," she said.

A nother reward/ to- study ing* abroad/ is* the/opportunity
to- improve/ your foreign lancyua/fre/ competency. Senior
Caroline/ Ane* spent the/ fold/
200A semester studyinginMa^
drid/, Spain. Being* immersed/
with a/ host family who- spoke/
no- English/ forced/ Ane* to- be*com^ proficient. "I learned/ a/
lot, but sometimes- it got frus/trating*," A ne* said/.

To: Ali
University of
San Diego
VISTA OFFICE

To*. Qina/
University of
SanViegoVISTA OFFICE
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Adventurous students smile for the camera in Spain.

-

Oxford students huddle near Stonehenge.

CHAD WILSON

LESLIE PAVETT
WWW.GOOGLEIMAGES.COM-^

Leslie Pavett, currently studying
in Oxford, has made a lot of friendsworking in the local pub. An integrat
ed part of daily life, the English pub
serves as a local hangout. Families
gather for the day to watch Sunday
football and people often convene for
Tuesday dart night, weekly meat draws,
and pints of beer after work. "Work
ing is a great opportunity to interact
with the culture. , I get paid to meet
the locals and I have a blast doing it,"
Pavett said.

To: Ray
University of
San Diego
VISTA OFFICE

Dr. Brian Clack, Assistant Director of senior courses at St. Clare's in Oxford, visited USD last
week to speak with students and answer questions. Having worked with USD for over 25 years, this
international school has a fond relationship with USD. Study abroad coordinator Shelley Smith, had
some advice at the meeting. "Start early. There may be obstacles, but don't get discouraged. Come
and talk to us," she said. "We can work things out.v
USD offers a wide variety study abroad locations, including France, Australia, Ireland, Costa Rica,
Italy, Germany, England, Spain, Japan, Austria, Guadalajara, and more. Some programs are designed
for specific majors. All require at least a GPA of 2.75 or higher. For more information visit the Study
Abroad office in Founders 106.
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Lindsey Spinelli, former Oxford
student, loved St. Clare's for tbe
personable relationships she devel
oped with her professors and peers.
Classes only had six to ten people,
alldwing students to interject easily
with questions or comments. "While I
did not walk away with tons of notes
copied off the white board, the stimulat
ing dialogue was far more rewarding,"
she said.

To: Amy
University of
San Diego
VISTA OFFICE
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Sugarcult rocks for Powerlines and helplines
By Amy English
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

Sugarcult used their cult
like teenie-bopper audience for
a good cause Saturday night
as they rocked out infectious
smiles and a worthy message
at SOMA. In collaboration
with Anberlin, Hawthorne
Heights Melee and Hopeseall, the TAKE ACTION tour
promoted the use of suicide
hotlines in order to prevent the
third leading cause of death in
teenagers.
The TAKE ACTION tour
is in its third year. Each year,
they promote a different cause
that affects teenagers. This year
encourages the use of suicide
hotlines that are available for
anyone, at any time, for any
reason. Their intent is to urge
all teenagers to call before
making a mistake.
"Music is a very powerful
medium, and musicians, more
so than actors, can stand behind
a cause with a little more in
tegrity because we've become
well-known...for creating

songs that are reflective of our
life experiences, whereas actors
are playing a role," said Marko
72, guitarist of Sugarcult.
There are not many others
besides Sugarcult that are better
messengers for this cause. Their
performances never cease to get
the whole crowd moving and
their catchy lyrics cause you

guitar into the crowd for fans to
touch, as he continued to play it
as if it were the drums.
Sugarcult is no newcomer to
the punk-rock world. As a Santa
Barbara-based band, Sugarcult
first appeared on the scene in
2001, and were soon embraced
into the music scene with the
help of the punk phenomenon.
"We owe a lot to punk rock
"If there's one
because the original spirit of
following your own ideas and
kind of goal we
have as a band, it's doing it yourself and follow
ing your own dreams," Marko
the sort of aim to
said.
be a timeless rock
In April of last year when
band as opposed to
the coolest screamo Sugarcult released their album,
band or the coolest Palm Trees & Power Lines,
Sugarcult's following shot up,
punk band."
with hits like "Memory", "Cry
ing", and "She's the Blade."
to sing along and move your
Sugarcult is the true defini
body. Their energy and enthusi tion of a rock band, and that's
asm when performing pulsates how they like it. Their income
•electric thrills of excitement comes purely from Touring
that are irresistible, even to the and selling t-shirts, never re
passive fan. During the show, ally experiencing what it feels
lead singer Tim Pagnotta, made like to make money from their
the entire crowd crouch down albums. They are currently in
with their pinkies pointed up their fourth straight year of pro
beside their heads like homs, moting their music, only taking
while Marko put forward his time off to record Palm Trees.
"Selling records to me is
more about getting your music
out to people and having people
become fans of your band
and coming to your show, so
you're indirectly making mon
ey, whether someone's buying
your record, downloading your
record, hearing your record play
from another room. Either way,
they're getting exposed to your
music, and by that, they might
go and pay money to see you
play and buy a t-shirt," Marko
said .
Visit Sugarcult's website,
www.sugarcult.com, and you'll

AMY ENGLISH

Above: Marko 72, Guitarist of Sugarcult, strums out to a sea of
teenie-boppers. Right: Drummer Kenny Livingston and Airin Older
pause to take a breath on stage at SOMA on Saturday night.

be welcomed by their album
playing in the background. Not
many bands make their music
as attainable, especially in the
file sharing industry. But their
motivation is pure: to play good
music.
"I worry that there's a lot
of people who may have been
turned off by assuming that the

band is kind of like a Blink 182
clone," Marko said. "But you
can't worry about that kind of
s*** or it drives you crazy."
Sugarcult is currently work
ing on a DVD, "Back to the
Disaster", and will soon be
taking time off to record their
upcoming album, hopefully to
be released early 2006.

Local bands perform for tsunami relief
By Jen Rasmussen &

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Christy Westcott
COPY CHIEF

The San Diego student com
munity showed that there is life
outside the library last Wednes
day at the Hard Rock Cafe in.
La Jolla. Students came to
support the tsunami relief ef
forts while enjoying music by
three local bands. "We benefit
from the cause, and the cause
benefits from us," said Just
John lead singer, John Hull.
Just John opened the show,
followed by Cassi Coulter,
and Far From Home. The
benefit concert was organized
by UCSD student Savannah
Gyani, who, after seeing the
pictures of the devastation on
the news, felt the need to take

action. She contacted the Seva
Foundation to find out how she
could help. The foundation,
which is normally a health-fo
cused organization, has turned
its relief efforts towards South
Asia.
The members of Far From
Home promoted the concert
within Greek organizations at
USD, UCSD and SDSU, which
produced a good turnout. "It is
amazing to see the Greek com
munity come together for this
great cause," said Emily Gard
ner, a member of Kappa Kappa
Gamma at USD.
The evening raised $2300,
all of which will be donated
directly to the Seva Foundation.
"The tragedy is closer to home
than you realize," Gyani said.
"It's good to help out when you

can.
The highlight of the evening
was Far From Home's perfor
mance. The five-member band
thrived in the intimate setting
of the venue, especially with
their song, "Never Gonna Leave
You."
Lead singer Brian Miller
said the band finds inspiration
from groups like Dashboard
Confessional and Beautiful
Mistake. "Hopefully we will
get picked up by a small label
and eventually play big shows,
like Warp Tour," Miller said.
Just John will return to the
Hard Rock for a show on April
11. Far From Home is playing
a show at The Boardwalk in
LA on March 17, and hopes to
schedule a show in San Diego
soon.

JEN RASMUSSEN

Lead singer Brian Miller sings with band Far From Home. The
band was one of three who joined together to raise money for the
tsunami devastation in Southeast Asia. All proceeds went to the
CEVA foundation.
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Interpol
ascends to
next level
By Stephen Britt
STAFF WRITER

Two years ago, a small
band named Interpol made
their first trip out to the
west coast from their New
York roots and performed
at Canes in Mission Beach
to a crowd of about 30
people.
During that show, a
crazed fan ran onto the
stage and started hugging
band members. Later
in that same show, a fan
yelled loudly, "Remember
us when you are selling
out Yankee Stadium!" Al
though the band has yet
to sell out the 'House that
Ruth Built', their fame and
popularity has escalated
to new heights that were
unimaginable on that warm
spring night of 2003.
When asked about that
first trip out to the west
coast at a recent autograph
signing at Lou's Records
in Escondido, Carlos de
scribed it as "very cool
and really intimate. That
was one of our best shows
on the first tour. That girl
[that ran on stage] was re
ally crazy."
Interpol's second stint
in San Diego was played
to a half-full Soma, with
nearly everyone in the club
being able to get within feet
of lead singer Paul Banks
or the gun-holster toting
Carlos D.
This show came after
the release of Interpol's
first, more spacey album,
Turn on the Bright Lights
(2002), which had drawn
many comparisons to al
ternative rock bands of the
1980s such as Joy Division
and even REM.
The band soon gained
more recognition in the
music world with their
addition to The Cure's
last tour and their nomina
tion for the MTV2 Video
Awards. These catapulted
the band into the limelight,
and started to change their
crowd makeup from the old
fans who knew every lyric
to the average 91X listener

and M TV2 viewer.
Breaking through the bar
rier to stardom with their
recent release of their sopho
more album. Antics, the band
slightly changed their sound
to more of an uppity rock
feel without losing the heart
of their sound. This album
gained instant fame with
heavy rotation on major rock
stations throughout the na
tion, as well as appearances
on "Late Night with Conan
O'Brian," "Jimmy Kimmel
Live," and "Late Show with
David Letterman."
On Sunday, the band re
turned to San Diego to play
the third stop on their new in
ternational tour that includes
stops at Radio City Music
Hall in their hometown. New
York City, and a mini-lour
through Europe.
This show proved to be
even more packed than their
past two shows in San Diego
and had a much bigger mix
of hipsters, fans, and random
people who had obviously
only heard one or two of their
songs on the radio before
showing up.
Even though they played
much later than expected, the
band proceeded to play a set
that lasted over an hour and
included some rarely played
tracks such as "Specialist"
which had never been played
before in San Diego.
Despite their explosion in
popularity, Interpol has man
aged to maintain their origi
nal feeling with the same old
look and similar sound.
The true test they will
face, however, will come in
the next year as they finish
up their worldwide tour and
begin their third album.
As often happens in the
music industry, this is the
time egos will inflate and the
band's chemistry will truly
be put to the test.
On Sunday, however, the
band certainly seemed to be
appreciative of their new
found fame as their lead
vocalist so eloquently stated
it to the roar of the sold out
crowd: "Thank you. We
were getting tired of being
small."
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American Song comes to Shiley

By Jennifer Erickstad
STAFF WRITER

At rehearsal for the Theatre
Arts department's musical,
Woody Guthrie's American
Song, the cast's camarade
rie, energy and enthusiasm
are apparent. Behind the fun
is a group of dedicated and
passionate students who have
spent countless hours rehears
ing for the production, which
will run Feb. 24 to 27 at Shiley
Theatre.
The musical tells the story
of Guthrie's life through his
words and songs. But Marty
New, the production's director,
explained that there is also a par
allel journey telling the story of
America's past. The production

RAY GALVAN

The Theatre Arts department is putting
on their rendition of American Song in
Shiley Theatre this month. Students
hope the production will bring historical
and societal issues to light.

was chosen in part because of its the subject matter is really veiy
connection to the department's sad and very dark almost," Mar
later spring production, The zoni said. There is a challenge
Grapes of Wrath. Both produc in "portraying it with the kind
tions take place during the Great of light-hearted humor and hope
Depression, focus on similar that he really had throughout all
social and political issues, and of his struggles."
For Julia Stipsits, an interna
are largely set in California.
"Some of the incidents in both tional student from Austria who
plays are about an hours drive plays Maijorie, Woody's second
from here," New said. "They wife, the immigration issues
are both very saturated in Cali hit home. "I'm not from this
culture, so I leam new things
fornia history."
Guthrie, a folk singer from about American culture every
Oklahoma, is most well-known day, and Woody Guthrie and his
for his popular anthem, "This play are a lot about culture, a lot
Land is Your Land." While this about migration, immigration,
seemingly innocent and happy about workers. There's a lot
song is taught to elementary about cultural diversity in there
school children across the coun and how we should embrace it,"
try, the cast quickly learned that she said.
While Peter Glazer's adapta
there is a deeper side to Guthrie
and his music. New described tion required five actors, New
Guthrie as a controversial figure decided to expand this number
in American history, and a man to twelve in order to allow for
who fought for the rights of the better storytelling and more
vocal strength. This expansion
migrant and the working man.
also
allowed more students to
Andrew Marzoni, cast as
Woody, wants the production be involved. The department
to raise questions about society encourages those who are not
and inequality and force people Theatre Arts majors to become
to look at them, just as Woody involved, because work in the
did. "He wasn't going around theater brings numerous benefits
telling people what to think, he to any student, regardless of
was just showing them things, future goals. "Even if you are
showing them different walks not going to be an actor, doing
of life, so that they can have something in theater gives you
these questions in their mind the presentation skills that you
and answer them on their own," need for life," New said. "There
is not a job that I know of, that
Marzoni said.
These class issues create a on some level doesn't deal with
seriousness in the play which the presentation of yourself."
Numerous hours and long
Marzoni has found challenging.
"It really is a lot of work because days were spent preparing. The

cast has rehearsed for the last six
weeks, the first of which was
spent in eight hour rehearsals.
Since the semester began, they
have been meeting for three and
a half hours Monday through
Friday, as well as eight hours
on Saturday.
This rehearsal schedule,
coupled with the cast's course
loads, created a tough balancing
act. "There is a certain energy
and drive you have when you do
the play because you really want
to do it. You know that you must
not neglect your other things,
and so you just manage to do it
somehow," Stipsitz said.
The hard work not only
strengthened the cast's acting
and singing but also formed
strong relationships between
them. "We grew together, and
we basically know that we can
trust each other and rely upon
each other and that's really, re
ally great," Stipsitz said. "I'm
almost sad when I think that it
will be over after this weekend.
It's kind of like 'no I don't want
it to go.'"
Production times are Thurs
day, Feb. 24 at 8:00 p.m., Friday,
Feb. 25 at 8:00 p.m., Saturday,
Feb. 26 at 2:00 p.m. and 8:00
p.m., and Sunday, Feb. 27 at
2:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.
Tickets are $6 for students,
seniors, USD faculty, staff and
alumni and $8 general admis
sion. They are available either
at the UC Box Office or one
hour before curtain call at Shiley
Theatre.
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Baby takes on Ray and Aviator
By Alfonso Magana

STAFF WRITER

The seventy-seventh Annual
Academy Awards, hosted by Chris
Rock, air this Sunday on ABC. This
year, as usual, is filled with contro
versy. From Million Dollar Baby> to
the ceremony's new format changes,
everyone has something to fuss over.
Voted on by the members of the
Academy of The Motion Picture Arts
and Science (AMPAS), the Oscar is the
most prestigious film award and the most
sought-after trophy in Hollywood. There
are over 6,000 members of AMPAS. Of
these, actors' total membership in the
Academy is nearly 2,000.
The rest of AMPAS is made up of
producers, writers, directors and people
from other branches of filmmaking. Not
only do you have to be invited to join
the Academy (nominees are first on
the invite list), you also need to pay
dues totaling S250. So who arc this
year's frontrunhers and spoilers?
Take a look.
The Best Picture race is neck
and neck betw een The Aviator
and Million Dollar Baby. Con
trary to popular belief, Baby is
not that far ahead of Aviator.

Sure it has all the momentum
right now, but Aviator still leads
the total nominations with 11
nods. As for the upset potential
in this category, look no further
than the year's biggest critical
hit. Sideways.
Best Director will surely go
to cither Clint Eastwood (Million
Dollar Baby) or Martin Scors
ese (The Aviator). This is the
legendary Scorsese's fifth try at
Best Director, though he lost the
ever-important Directors Guild
of America Award to Eastwood.
Despite the fact that this would
indicate a split in Picture and
Director, it would seem unwise
to bet against Eastwood. As for
Marty, well, they can always
give him an Honorary Oscar
next year.
The Best Actor race is dull, as
the award has practically already
been handed to Jamie Foxx for
his phenomenal performance
in Ray. There is no way he can
lose after picking up Best Ac
tor trophies from every award
ceremony tinder the sun (Golden
Globe, Screen Actors Guild, the
British Academy Awards and

tons of critic awards to boot).
Even those who are not fans
of Foxx's performance will be
shocked if Foxx loses on Oscar
night.
Hilary Swank's performance
in Million Dollar Baby is the
frontrunner for Best Actress. If
she does win, it will be Swank's
second Oscar, making her the
second youngest actress to claim
two Best Actress Oscars, the first
being Jodie Foster for her work
in The Accused (1988) and The
Silence of the Lambs (1991).
But beware of the upset in this
category. British character ac
tress Imelda Staunton delivers
a powerhouse performance in
the little-seen Vera Drake which
could easily spoil Swank. Also
be on the lookout for Annette
Benning in her bravura turn as
an aging theater diva in Being
Julia.
Best Supporting Actor is a
very interesting race that pits
Million Dollar Baby's Morgan
Freeman with Closer's Clive
Owen. Freeman, an Oscar veter
an now on his fourth nomination
(and still no win) could prove to

be the winner here, especially
with the enthusiastic standing
ovation he received when he won
the Screen Actors Guild Award
(remember the biggest voting
bloc consists of actors).
Owen would be a worthy
winner, however the nomina
tion seems to be more like a
vote of confidence for his future
endeavors (as long as they do
not include playing the new
James Bond). The spoiler in the
bunch is former sitcom actor
Thomas Haden Church, playing,
well, a former sitcom actor in
Sideways.
In the category of Best Sup
porting Actress is Cate Blanchett
as Katharine Hepburn in The
Aviator and Virginia Madsen
as the wise but cool waitress in
Sideways. What helps Blanchett
is Oscar history (Hepburn holds
the record for the most acting
Oscars, four all for Best Actress).
One cannot help but wonder,
however, if Madsen's come
back story (former 80s superstar
shows off acting chops in the
indie of the year) could land her
the golden guy.

PREDICTIONS: Best Adapted Screenplay: Sideways * Best Original Screenplay: The Incredibles * Best Art Direction: The Aviator * Best
Cinematography: The Aviator * Best Makeup: Lemony Snicket's A Series of Unfortunate Events * Best Original Score: Finding Neverland * Best Original Song: "Learn To Be Lonely" The Phantom of the Opera * Best Sound: Spider-Man 2 * Best Visual Effects: Spi
der-Man 2 * Best Animated Feature: The Incredibles * Best Documentary: Twist of Faith * Best Foreign Language Film: The Sea Inside

PHOTOS COURTESY OF GOOGLE.COM

Writer grows up from Kool-aid to keggers

Tom Wolfe battles to understand American college life in his new book I am Charlotte Simmons
approach to all of his nov
els. He was a pioneer of the
technique now dubbed, "new
journalism."
Wolfe's ability to re-create
Tom Wolfe, one of Ameri
authentic
characters through
ca's most acclaimed novelists
dialogue
can
be seen in Char
takes on collegiate life in his
newest work, I am Charlotte lotte Simmons. He is able
Simmons. The writer of The to flow from the language of
Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test, a ghetto basketball players to
novel about the hippy lifestyle those immersed in Greek life
of the 1960s, is famous for his without missing a beat.
With the ever-changing
ability to effectively capture
the essence of a person and her speed of collegiate life, this
ability shows a true mastery
culture within his prose.
of
language. However, trends
In his new novel, Wolfe
within
fashion and speech
follows the journey of a na
ive girl from a small town in change more rapidly than a
North Carolina through her book can be published. For this
first semester at an Ivy League reason, some of the verbiage
college. The fictional school, seems passe or stiff to someone
Dupont University, is one of living in this culture.
The authenticity is also
America's finest. It is modeled
after Stanford and the Univer hindered by the author's per
sity of Michigan where Wolfe spective. As a college student
the reader is forced to see not
spent months researching.
Wolfe takes an ethnographic only college life for what it

By Lindsay Spinelli

STAFF WRITER

is, but they are also given an
opportunity to see how an
older generation views it. It is
important that this omniscient
narrator not be treated not as an
objective figure. This narrator
should be seen as a commen
tator, someone separated from
the characters by 50 years of
experience.
Wolfe's distance from the
people he is writing about
has caused many reviewers to
criticize the believability of this
novel. The interwoven tale of
four college students seems
contrived and too convenient
at times.
Charlotte, the heroine, is a
prodigy and the personification
of the idea, 'book smart but
not street smart.' Her naivet
e sometimes hard to swallow,
much like her rapid and ex
treme corruption.
The novel represents the
cliches of college life. Some

aspects are very true to life,
while others are not. The
extreme of each stereotype is
represented.
The jock taking a free ride,
the drunken frat boy focused
on conquests, the anorexic,
fashion driven sorority thriving
on others' pain, the pompous
intellectual geek obsessed with
getting laid and the innocent
prodigy who is defiled by the
others.
It is the story a grandfather
wants to tell. An innocent girl
tainted by the others, no fault of
her own. How could she resist
them all?
The story, however, is en
thralling. We have all known
these characters. Even if their
motivations are somewhat off
base, we are compelled to keep
reading.
This 675-page book isn't
meant for light reading but is
entertaining and insightful at

WWW.GOOGLE.COM

times. / Am Charlotte Sim
mons may not be an exact de
piction of collegiate life in the
same way that Wolfe's Bonfire
of the Vanity captured the life
of high-stakes bond traders,
but at the end of the day, Tom
Wolfe is always going to be
considered a revolutionary
writer with an ability to capture
life in his words.
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Volleyball heads into season

Spring CoRec volleyball teams prepare to fight for another IM championship.
By Jeremy Darner
RECREATION STAFF

Twice a week, far on the east end of
campus, the resonating sounds of fierce
competition can be heard echoing from
the halls of USD Sports Center. These are
the sounds of the Monday/Wednesday
CoRec 6x6 Volleyball league.
Mondays from 7 to 8 p.m. four teams
are squaring off for the monday champi
onship and a chance at the overall title.
Monday action gave insight into the
league leaders as The Haole Boys faced
off with BMOC and Called to Serve took
on Alpha Kappa Psi.
The BMOC lived up to their name,
with some talented hitters and obvious
experience. However, the balanced at
tack of the Haole Boys and the skills of
captain Dane McCleary and match MVP
Ashley Graumann were simple too much
for the Big Men as the Haole's took the
match 20-11, 20-14.
Meantime, after a few last-minute
JEREMY DARNER
cell calls to scrounge up a players, the
Haole Boys attack the ball Monday night. Alpha Kappa Psi team took on the IM

Volleyball veteran team of Called To
Serve. Led by the height of captain Jake
Schneider and the skills of Lena Harper,
Called to Serve's veteran talents were
simple too much to handle for Alpha, as
the took the match in two games straight,
20-16 and 22-20.
Current odds are favoring the Haole's
for the Monday night title, however the
BMOC sill get a second chance as they
are scheduled for a rematch on March
14th.
The Wednesday league looks to be a
IM Fall rematch as four out of five teams
return for a second shot at a champion
ship. Kyle Martindale, Dan Hughes, Josh
Johnson, and Kyle Miholich all return
teams for another season of action.
In the Fall, Miholich's team took
Martindale's in two straight games, but
a new season brings new players and the
chance of new victors. Both Hughes and
Johnson are bailers, so their teams are
guaranteed to be tough.
Current odds have Johnson's Team
Wreck as the favorites, but the Ferocious
Gerbils are new to the league and could
make for a great longshot.

JEREMY DARNER

Team BMOC lines up at the net to block.

A summer business program for non-business majors

Are you interested in business?
Do you want to get a great job
after graduation?
JEREMY DARNER

A Haole Boy serves from the back line during their 2-0 win over BMOC.

U/X/i/iPUS
SURF REPORT
Thursday- Today should be the peak for the current northwest swell
with a few head high sets, most waves will be chest to shoulder high.
Friday- The swell continues with chest to shoulder high waves at most
local breaks.
Saturday- It's starting to back down, look for slightly smaller surf to
day.
Sunday- Still dropping. Look for sets to drop to around waist high in
most spots, slightly better in peak areas.
Water Temps.- A chilly 58-60 degrees
Future Outlook- Starting this Monday, we should be seeing some new
action from a northwest heading our way. A new series of southwest
swells may be on the horizon for the first week of February.
Note: Contact with beach water is not recommended until after 72 hours after
the end of the last rain event.

from

the Haas School of Business at UC Berkeley. This intensive,
six-week summer course is designed to teach the fundamentals
of business to non-business, undergraduate students in arts,
sciences, and engineering.

Students in the BASE Summer Program
• earn academic credit while developing top-notch
business savyy
« study at the Haas School of Business at UC Berkeley, one of
the top three under graduate business programs in the US
• meet business professionals around the
San Francisco Bay Area
work with students from some of the most
. elite universities in the US
position themselves for a successful career

BASE Summer Program
July 5 - August ix, xooy
ww \v. H a a s , be r k e I e v . e d u / U n d c r g r a d / BAS I
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Dwayne Wade hooked up with Grant
Hill for a beautiful alley-oop that re
minded fans what a remarkable come
back Hill has had since his injuries in
previous seasons.
Before the game Hill had told young
sensation, LeBron James, to enjoy every
moment of this because you can never
be certain when or if you will ever be
back.
Hill, who has been forced to stick to
jump shooting for most of the season,
says that he is still getting his leg
strength back after several major ankle
surgeries over the last few years. The
West, who led by as much as 13 points in
the second quarter, fell subject to three
time scoring champ, Allen Iverson, and
the rest of the Eastern crew as they made
an 15 point swing to put the East in the
lead by two to end the quarter.
Vince Carter had the play of the half
with a pass of the backboard followed
by a very enthusiastic dunk over several
players on the West. That dunk remind
ed everyone about his dominance in the
2000 slam dunk contest, where he both
made a name for himself, and brought
popularity back to the dunk contest.
The half ended with the East in the
league 61-59 with Tim Duncan lead
ing the West with 11 points and Allen
Iverson staying strong in the east with
9 points and 8 assists.
The third quarter was much the same
as the first with Jermaine O'Neil hav
ing a strong ten points for the East and
Ray Allen of the West hitting his fourth

three-pointer to keep the game some
what even but the East did start to pull
away and eventually ended the quarter
leading 95-89.
In the fourth the East really started
to pull away until Kobe took it upon
himself to bring the game back into
contention, hitting two consecutive
three-pointers and had a very nice as
sist, bringing the deficit under ten. Ray
Allen, of the Seattle Supersonics, also
had an impressive performance keep
ing the game close with his long range
accuracy.
Nothing could stop Allen Iverson,
however, who was awarded with MVP
honors as the East went on to beat the
West for the first time in four years, 125115. Shaq, who had won four out of five
games while on the West side told fans
he would be the difference maker. Iver
son said, "(Shaq) is the greatest player
to ever play this game." Kobe Bryant
had no comment on the issue.
Iverson's MVP award was the third of
his career. Many find it rather interest
ing as his future as a Philadelphia 76er
is very much questionable at this point
after a very tumultuous career. With the
trade deadline looming today, it will be
interesting to see what move the team
might make to either get him another
scorer, or trade him away.
Overall players agreed that the week
end was a fun experience and a good
chance for men of the NBA and women
of the WNBA to relax, see some of their
friends from across the country, and get
wrapped up in the great festivities that
only basketball can bring.

The Vista
Cont. from Poker, pg. 16

professional tournament or a celebrity
charity game.
Many of the fraternities on the USD
campus put on poker games as a part of
their recruitment process. In fall 2004,
Alpha Delta Pi sorority put on a charity
poker tournament to raise funds for their
philanthropy. The game is inescapable.
"I think its a way for the guys to
get together to bond and every
guy likes a little competi
tion. That's exactly what
the game brings," said
Shaun Moothart, presi
dent of Delta Tau Delta
fraternity.
TILT's Eddie once
described the game as
being a combination of
courage, bank roll, desire
and talent. For a true
card player, every
hand and every
situation is all a
part of one big
game.

Eddie returned to his apartment after
the game he finds The Matador waiting.
It turns out he has known of Eddie's
involvement with Miami and Clark all
along and bringing him into his circle was
all a part of his plan. The Matador gives
Eddie a beating and reveals
that he also knows tin
Eddie has been dating
his daughter. Eddie,
Miami and Clark
are not just back at
square one, they are
down.
TILT is bringing
a new reason to tune
into ESPN other than
Sportscenter high
lights. "It brings
overplayed televi
sion poker to life
with real drama
and killer casino
%
scenes. And the
hot babes are
sweet," USD stu
dent Daniel Mor
gan said about the
new show.
ESPN is not
the first to give
• •"
attention to this
f
dramatic card
game, and the Senior Mike Hellbusch ponders his next move.
poker craze has
taken America by storm. Throughout the
day it is not difficult to find a game being
broadcast on television, whether it be a

CHRIS FERRARO

At the card table everyone has a secret.
The game involves risk and confidence and
provides an outlet for taking chances in a
way that players cannot in real life.

The 2004 Orientation Board
Christopher Coccagna -Chair
Lindsey Budny
Christine Cantacessi
Kevin Galacgac
Ray Galvan
Bridget Gilbert
Heather Hill

Mark Johnston
Eric Martin
Angelina Monteverde
Yelena Podkolzina
Andrea Soule
Nancy Tomb

Would like to congratulate the following students
on their selection to the

2005 Orientation Board
Christine Cantacessi -Chair
Yi Ju Joyce Chan
Claire De La Cruz
Katherine Delano
Nic DiLoretta
Robbie Gonzalves
Liberty Hebron

Kristi Kasel
Kevin Kazules
Liz Kraak
Ryan McCormick
Ben Lee
Amanda Schneider
Annie Toth

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN BEING A PART OF THE
2005 ORIENTATION TEAM...
INFORMATIONAL SESSIONS BEGIN ON MARCH 2
AND RUN THRU MARCH 16.

You
to pick
available ai

informational
h are only
and times:

Wed. 3/2 4:00 PM UC103
Thurs. 3/3 12:30 PM Forum B
Fri, 3/412:30 PM U C 1 0 3
Mon. 3/71:30 PM U C 1 0 3
Tues. 3/6 12:30 PM UC 103
Wed. 3 J 9 11:30 AM UC103
Thure. 3/101:00 PM Serra 211
Fri. 3/111:30 PM Serra 211
Wed. 3/16 12:30 PM Forum A

The Vista
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NHL season can't take the heat
be the official beer
sponsor of the NHL.
It would only make
sense that after this
season's lockout
By Chris Ferraro
that figure will drop
SPORTS EDITOR
dramatically due to
The National Hockey League has
advertising losses
thoroughly embarrassed itself. Profes
for Bud Light.
sional athletes and money hungry own
The NHL is cer
ers have let down the few fans remain
tainly not worried
ing loyal to Canada's national pastime
about fans com
and cancelled the 2004-2005 season.
ing back to watch
For the first time in over 110 years, no
the games. Major
new names will be carved into Lord
League Baseball
Stanley's cup.
attendance came
Personally, I think both the National
back to reach it's
Hockey League Player's Association
own pre-strike at
and the National Hockey League Own
tendance figures
ers are each to blame, however, more
only four years af
of that blame should be placed on the
ter the strike season
players.
of 1994. In fact, the
I know they are the ones doing all the
MLB is now making
work, bringing the fans into the arenas,
more money than it
and performing at a peak level of athlet
was before the strike
cancelled the World
ic prowess. However, what most people
Series in 1994.
do not know that ticket admission and
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY RAY GALVAN
Also, in the past
concession sales are a minority of the
league's revenues. Over fifty percent Many are skeptical that the NHL will never recover from the 15 years, player sal
cancellation of the 2004-2005 season. Will the fans and
aries have increased
of the NHL's incoming revenue is from
sponsors ever come back to the game?
major corporate sponsors.
over 220%. Over
For example, Arrowhead pays the After the amount of money that could that same period of time, revenues have
city of Anaheim and the Mighty Ducks be lost, what is going to want them to only increased just over 130%. That dra
around $4 million a year to hold the title renew their contract when it expires in matic difference has cost most owners
a lot of money, as several teams were
of the Arrowhead Pond of Anaheim. the next four years?
Bud Light pays the National Hockey contemplating declaring bankruptcy
They also hold exclusive rights to all
cups and water sales inside of the arena. League an estimated $20 million to after the 2003-2004 season ended.

At the end of last week's negotia
tions, before the season was officially
cancelled on Sunday, Hall of Famer
and managing partner in the Phoenix
Coyotes Wayne Gretzky, and playerowner of the Pittsburgh Penguins Mario
Lemieux, were sent in to try and close a
deal between players and owners. The
owners proposed a $42.5 million dollar
hard cap, and the players proposed a $49
million dollar soft cap for next season.
That gap was never closed, and NHL
Commissioner Garry Bettman officially
cancelled the season this past Sunday.
And yet, it seems only Canada will
truly mourn the loss of this hockey
season. The United States is primarily
looking forward to college basketball's
March Madness, the NBA Playoffs,
and the start of this year's MLB sea
son. Even the players have fled North
America to play and make money across
the pond in European hockey leagues.
Some have already claimed to never
return to the NHL.
Ironically, this week will now be his
torically be remembered for the best and
worst moments in American hockey.
This week marks the twenty-fifth an
niversary of when the United States de
feated the Soviet Union in the semifinals
of the 1980 Winter Olympics in Lake
Placid, New York. Our nation was once
proud of hockey. "The Miracle on Ice"
is remembered for making Americans
believe. However, here in 2005,1 do not
believe in miracles.
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Chris Ferraro, Sports Editor
cferraro@sandiego.edu

Season proves difficult for USD
Team remains optimistic for a return to the NCAA tournament again
HnwHow
ever,
the
Toreros
ended
that
ASST SPORTS EDITOR
drought with a four-run effort
in the sixth, highlighted by a
Ryan Lily run-scoring single.
Over the past few years, USD
This offensive outburst pro
baseball has established itself
pelled the Toreros to a 6-2
as a strong program nationally.
victory in front of the home
The Toreros made consecutive
faithful.
NCAA tournament appearances
After spotting UC Davis
prior to last season, when they
an early lead, southpaw soph
did not get selected despite
omore Nate Boman pitched
finishing 35-21 overall with the
well, striking out 10 Aggie
nation's toughest schedule.
batters in seven strong in
Ranked in Baseball Amer
nings of work. He improved
ica's preseason top 50 poll at
to 3-1 on the season as USD
the beginning of this season, it
showed that Friday's upset
appeared USD would be tour
loss to UC Davis was a mere
USDTOREROS.COM
nament bound again in 2005. Justin Blaine worked a career high fluke.
However, the Toreros have eight plus innings in a 3-2 loss to
The Toreros capped off
gotten off to a rocky start this Oregon State.
the doubleheader against
season, having trouble with a
Oregon State in a game that
tough schedule featuring op Butler pitched well in a losing went right down to the wire.
ponents such as USC and Cal effort for USD, only giving up Trailing the Beavers 1 -0 in the
Poly San Luis Obispo.
five hits and two earned runs seventh inning of a defensive
The Toreros entered a three- over seven innings.
struggle, freshmen Logan Gelgame home stand last Friday
In the first game of their brich executed a sacrifice bunt
with a 7-5-1 record. That af Sunday doubleheader at Cun perfectly to tie the game.
ternoon, the Toreros fell in a ningham Stadium, the Toreros
After an inning of score
pitcher's duel to UC Davis (3- looked to pick up their first
less action, Oregon State took
0). Strong Aggie pitching shut home win of the season. Early the lead again with two runs
down USD, and the Torero bats on it appeared USD would be in the top of the ninth, and it
were limited to only two hits stymied by the Aggies again, as appeared that the Toreros were
on the afternoon. Starter Josh they were blanked for the first
done. However, down to their
i->.. K.-1.1

five
inninoQ nf
five innings
of nlav
play.
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By Anthony Gentile

East beats West in
NBA All-Star Game
By Charlie Farra
STAFF WRITER

All eyes were definitely on
Denver, Colorado this weekend.
The NBA All-Star weekend
which included a three-point
contest, slam dunk contest and
other celebrity fun filled events
started up Feb. 18. The actual
game took place on Sunday
where the best of the East went
head-to-head with the best from
the West.
The West, who was lead by
starters Kobe Bryant , Tracy
McGrady, Yao Ming and others
had three years of consecutive
wins under their belt and were
back in the rocky city to defend
those wins against the smaller,
quicker East. Shaquille O'Neal,
who, until this year, had spent
most of his career closer to the
Pacific, led the East in his 12th
all star appearance.
A fun match up to watch was
Kobe and Shaq, who did not
shake hands in the beginning
of the game.
The West, who in the past

years gained some height in
their starting line-up started
Kevin Garnett and Tim Dun
can, both of which are over
seven feet tall. They would face
20-year old LeBron James and
Comeback Player of the Year
nominee Grant Hill. Hill, who
has played very little the last
four seasons, made it back to
the All-Star game for the first
time since 2000.
The first quarter had the typi
cal all star jitters where most
players over passed and got
used to the other player's pres
ences on the court. Shaq had a
very nice spinning dunk over
Houston's Yao Ming, reminding
the crowd that the "Big Diesel"
was still a force to be reckoned
with in the middle of the floor.
The end of the first quarter had
the West leading 33-27 and fans
craving for some free-throw
line dunks.
The second quarter had a lot
of excitement as well, as
Please see NBA, pg. 14

final
nut the
fhr> Torprns
final out
Toreros had
had rallied
rallied
to put runners on second and
third base.
Pinch hitter Matt Weston
lined a base hit into left field,
and both Torero base runners
headed for home. Reginald
Foy scored from third without
incident, but Shane Buschini,
who represented the tying run
for USD, was thrown out at
the plate thanks in part to a
tremendous throw by Oregon
State's Chris Campos for the
final out of the game. Buschini
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Torero outfielder T.J. Merritt
gets loose for Sunday's game.

Torero:
fell inst
just short
short, as did the Toreros'
comeback bid, and they fell to
the Beavers 3-2.
Oregon State improved to an
impressive 6-1 on the season,
while the Toreros fell to 8-7-1.
Monday's contest against the
Beavers was cancelled due to
heavy rains and there is no plan
to reschedule the game.
The Toreros begin play to
morrow in the Aggie Baseball
Classic on the campus of Texas
A&M University. Over the
weekend, USD will play six
games in four days against #19
Washington (2-4), Evansville
(6-0) and the host #12 Ag
gies (5-2). With the quality
of teams in this tournament, it
should prove a great test for the
squad.
Although a difficult pre
season schedule has slowed the
Toreros early, do not be fooled
— this is a great baseball team.
With each contest the young
squad is gaining valuable ex
perience, and with West Coast
Conference play only a few
weeks away, much excitement
abounds as the Toreros look to
make the NCAA Tournament
for the third time in four years.

Poker and TILT have
become the latest craze
By Jenna Biagini
STAFF WRITER

Traditional recreation
al amusement is moving
from baseball diamonds
and basketball court, to
the card table.
ESPN has added
a little bit of drama
to their line-up with
the new poker show
TILT. Three profes
sional gamblers,
Eddie, Miami and
Clark who plot to
take out the poker
legend, Don "The
Matador" Everest.
They scheme to
create the perfect
game that will pres
ent the opportunity to take The
Matador's fortune and pride.
Last Thursday, viewers were
given what they have been wait
ing five long weeks for; Eddie,
Miami and Clark sat down at
the table and played against The

Matador. However, the game
did not go exactly how they had
planned. They thought it was the
perfect

time,
E d d i e
was in with
The Matador,
playing on his side

was ready to reveal that he had
been playing his own game all
along.
As the last chip was placed
in the center of the table and the
cards were about to be revealed
leaving Eddie, Miami and
Clark the winners, The
Matador made an an
nouncement. Rather
than flip his hand
to reveal what
he was hold
ing, he revealed
that he
knew
about
the alliance
between Mi
ami and Clark.
The Matador gave
:m a choice, they
could fold and walk away
or play the hand and be thrown
in jail for cheating. They walked
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and he

away.

Please see Poker, pg. 14

